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OVERVIEW
An employee intranet is a private and
restricted communications network
that is hosted on the web. It can be
accessed by a particular group of
users, such as company or team
members. An employee intranet gives
staff a centralized place to collaborate,
communicate, share media, train,
receive and offer feedback, and work
together on their tasks.
Employee intranet software permits
you
to
bundle
or
cherry-pick
functionalities from other kinds of
platforms
like
business
content
management
or
internal
communications tools. If the intranet
solution doesn’t offer a native feature,
it can be integrated with commonly
used programs to enable you to access
the capability from within the intranet
portal. Employee intranet software
enables you to create or give access to
a web portal with predetermined
access.
It
is
customizable
and
facilitates file sharing, communication,
and collaboration within staff groups.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Employee Intranet Software software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF EMPLOYEE INTRANET SOFTWARE
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT JIVE SOFTWARE
Jive (Nasdaq: JIVE) is the communication and
collaboration platform for modern, mobile business.
Recognized as a leader in social business by the
industry's top analyst firms, Jive's cloud-based platform
connects employees, customers and partners,
transforming the way work gets done and unleashing
productivity, creativity, and innovation for millions of
people in the world's largest businesses.

257
Customer references from
happy Jive Software users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Jive is the hub for our business. It’s where we communicate ideas, share knowledge and discuss
all things reed.co.uk. It’s the place you go when you have a great idea and you want to make it a
reality.”
Phillip Bailey
Product Owner, Business Systems, reed.co.uk

"Jive has made the task of bringing employees together around ideas very easy for us. It’s very
humbling to see people from all levels and geographies sharing their ideas and collaborating
with each other, all with the ultimate goal of helping NAVTEQ innovate."
JC Groon
Innovation Officer, NAVTEQ

"Jive has made a real difference at our company in a very short period of time. People feel more
connected to each other. People feel like they have a voice to bring up their ideas, to respond to
others. Jive isn’t just platform to read, it’s a platform to be involved."
Auguste Goldman
Chief People Officer, GoDaddy

"With Jive we gained a huge economy of scale in the product development cycle. We are able to post initial
requirements for feedback, follow concurrent discussions with multiple clients asynchronously, make iterative changes,
and post mockups of screenshots for validation. Jive improves the quality of design in our product development cycle.…
Scott Ackerson
Director, Cerner
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT IGLOO SOFTWARE
Igloo is a web-based platform for collaborating at work.
It's a digital workplace that enables you to share files,
find answers, solve problems, locate information and
expertise and tap into the collective knowledge of your
customers, partners and peers, virtually anywhere. Igloo
is a natural evolution for the way they work. And it
makes them much more efficient, not by replacing the
productivity tools they use today, but by optimizing the
flow of information between people.

46
Customer references from
happy Igloo Software users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“They are really good at responding when we need something. They would respond to an issue
within a half hour. They’re great about keeping us in the loop on upcoming releases. We’re
particularly looking forward to the introduction of Integrations.”
Ben Russo
UserTesting

"Since we operate in so many countries, we also love Igloo's multilingual capabilities. It's
awesome that users can select their language of choice, and translate their content on the fly."
Anne Patterson
Community Manager, Digital Opportunity Trust

"Igloo’s product was aesthetically pleasing. It had a real visual finesse to it. Then came
the basic user test; Igloo’s platform was exceedingly easy to use."
April Morris
Content and Clinical Community Administrator, OB Hospitalist Group

"I loved everything about Igloo. The way you can easily create spaces, pages, and
content make using Igloo is so simple."
Asher Primrose
HR Director, Allied Health Media
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT INTERACT SOFTWARE
Interact is a global enterprise software company that
serves intranet software to over one million users across
more than 850 organizations. They specialize in solving
internal communication and collaboration challenges by
combining their sophisticated intranet software with
outstanding professional services, focusing on
developing long-term strategic partnerships with their
customers.

105
Customer references from
happy Interact Software users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Interact has enabled us to get information out quickly to all of our employees across the country. It’s also helped me
personally get to know our employees so much better. I can see their faces, learn about their interests and hobbies, see
their work accomplishments, and overall feel so much more connected to our workforce. Our company may be…
Richard Zuschlag
Chairman & Chief EXecutive Officer, Acadian Ambulance

“We’ve had an amazing uptake of blogging, which gives people from around the business a platform for
sharing knowledge and ideas, and we’ve already seen how blogs can improve engagement amongst
employees across our business by giving them a voice that they wouldn’t otherwise have.”
Emma Dinwoodie
HR Business Partner, MSC UK

"Interact offered all the collaboration and knowledge-sharing features we needed out of the box. There was no need for
custom development work or add-ons, which made Interact the clear choice for us. We needed to create a single,
organization-wide identity to bring teams together, and Interact has helped hugely with that."
Sandra Roldan
Intranet Specialist, Institute for International Education

“The ability to see the photos being submitted more real-time, the easy access to tracking
participation, and the landing page for the all-employee forum all contributed to the 8% increase
in participation."
Jaclyn C
Organizational Development Manager, University Federal Credit Union
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ABOUT JOSTLE CORPORATION
At Jostle we believe organizations should feel less complex.
Employees should find it easy to plug in and do great work.
So we designed an intranet that helps fix complexity instead
of adding to it. Now work life is simpler. People can actually
connect, align, and find information. Since 2009, we’ve
helped over 1000 organizations worldwide seriously unleash
their potential and help their employees thrive. Measured
across our customers, we achieve employee participation
rates over 85%—that’s 5X industry norms.

89
Customer references from happy
Jostle Corporation users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The Jostle intranet has been an excellent addition to our company culture: we’ve been able to increase (and improve!)
our company-wide communications through regular CEO Updates, operations newsletters, Poll questions, beautiful
photo albums, and robust Discussion boards. We use it as our go-to place for all major announcements, events, and key…
Alayna Buckner
CEO, Elevate

“Jostle has helped us replace an outdated, inflexible intranet system with one that's easy to use and doesn’t
require the help of our IT team to add or manage content, which saves time and allows us to post regularly.
We use our new intranet to communicate everything from funny campaigns to critical topics.”
Jeff Hart
President, Mike Albert Fleet Solutions

“The Jostle platform has played a vital role in improving communication across Pure. We're based across four offices,
and it has been challenging in the past to keep all staff in the loop regarding company news, notices, and updates - but
we now have a central “go to” place for all staff to access at anytime, even on the go with the Jostle app. It has allowed…
Katherine Bell
Brand Ambassador, Pure Resourcing Solutions

“We quickly saw that it would be a paradigm shift with our Jostle intranet. It provided a platform that was completely
different than anything our staff had experienced. It did indeed have the robust search we needed. It also provided the
opportunity to see how people in the organization are connected and to be able to have discussions.”
Shelley Goecke
Marketing and Public Relations Director, Mcfarland Clinic
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ABOUT LIFERAY
Liferay, Inc. was founded in 2004 in response to
growing demand for Liferay Portal, the market's leading
independent portal product that was garnering industry
acclaim and adoption across the world. Today, Liferay,
Inc. houses a professional services group that provides
training, consulting and enterprise support services to
their clientele in the Americas, EMEA, and Asia Pacific.
Liferay also houses a core development team that steers
product development.

259
Customer references from
happy Liferay users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"In the digital age, customer satisfaction requires a personalized relationship and the provision
of intelligent services. With Liferay, our intranet and extranet portals offer a tool that matches
the demands of our 20,000 users and are an excellent showcase for our brand image."
Hervé de Saint Martin
IT Project Manager, Volkswagen

"I see Liferay as being the cornerstone for our digital ecosystem."
Dante Ragazzo
Director, Enterprise Portal, Coach

“This useful and efficient social network has not only opened up communication between
management and teams, but also harnessed a spirit of collaboration for the benefit of the
company."
Raouf Ellini
Project Manager, EDF Group

"The Liferay platform increased our speed to market, which is of real value to us. The
standardized portlets and content management capabilities enable us to go live with new
customer sites more quickly than ever before."
Martin Higgins
Vice President, Engineering, PlumChoice
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ABOUT LUMAPPS
LumApps is a SaaS company founded in France in
2012, operating worldwide with offices in San
Francisco, New York, London, Paris, Tokyo and
historical headquarters in Lyon. The LumApps
founders leveraged their experience as key players
in Cloud Technology to develop and offer social
and mobile enterprise software solutions.

33
Customer references from
happy LumApps users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We were looking for an intranet solution provider compatible with G Suite. LumApps was the intranet Recommended by
Google, so we were inclined towards that. Also, we were really attracted to the social aspect of the intranet, because we
were trying to connect our company, break the silos and bring all the people together. All of these factors really…
Claire Garnier
Group Communications Vice President, Imerys

"Launching a new intranet enabled us to build a more coherent and consistent
ecosystem for our company’s internal communications."
Marie-Laure Tsimbidima
Head of Internal Communications, Galeries Lafayette Group

”LumApps administration is very simple even for business users. After a few hours training, collaborators can edit
content, which is, for most of them, a new skill. MXNS Connect is definitely a central tool in our internal communication
strategy uniting all Mérieux NutriSciences employees. We decided recently to go one step further by launching…
Marion Bertrand
Corporate Communication Offcer, Mérieux NutriSciences

“LumApps has shown great potential to allow employees to be connected anytime & anywhere. With the boost of G
Suite, we plan to integrate it more and more with their daily life. So we want to build a more robust mobility culture path,
perhaps, followed by mobile access, which would break new frontiers with the employee, especially those who are not…
Roger Spalding
Corporate Communication Coordinator, Air Liquide Brasil
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ABOUT SIMPPLR
Simpplr is a social intranet that helps you improve employee
communication and engagement. Simpplr connects
employees across departments, locations and time zones.
From company news to project updates, Simpplr streamlines
the information employees need to stay in the know and get
their work done. Simpplr simplifies companywide
collaboration, promoting participation at all levels of the
organization. As a result, employees are well informed, better
engaged and more productive.

31
Customer references from
happy Simpplr users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"After pursuing several intranet options, from building our own- to hiring Salesforce developers, we finally found Simpplr
and have been extremely happy.The interface is sleek and incredibly user friendly, and content is easy to search and
manage. Additionally, users can choose what they want to follow to ensure they are receiving the most relevant…
Megan Anderson
Third Rock Ventures

"Simplr is helping us to make our company intranet a genuinely engaging experience. It is very easy to use and we're
getting great feedback internally. It's giving us the opportunity to create genuine online communities across the business
and has proven to be very flexible. Looking forward to their March release when we're going to get some great new…
Sam Hodlin
Eurostar

"Simpplr is a super tool. I like the customizable UI and the flexibility of Simpplr. It is easy to set
up and navigate - what you see is what you get. We use Simpplr to break down walls and help
facilitate office communication."
Charles Neri
Sales Manager, Splunk

"Simpplr is easy to navigate and very user friendly. It has everything you need in one place, including any
documents that can be added into each Site. I believe Simpplr makes it easier for employees to engage
with the organization and interact with others so that they know what's going on within the company."
Katherine Huynh
Sales Operations, Pure Storage
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ABOUT UNILY
Unily is the award-winning employee experience
platform, at the heart of your digital workplace,
that powers better work for everyone. Across the
enterprise, wherever people are and whatever they
do, we connect and unite them, their productivity
applications and the knowledge they need and
want, together in a central, meaningful, digital
experience.

50
Customer references from
happy Unily users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"From the outset, BrightStarr understood the business value of enabling a connected, collaborative global enterprise. For
the foundation of our new collaborative workplace, they delivered a superb, user-centric intranet design that encourages
accessing and sharing content and expertise throughout the company. As a result, The Conche boosts our knowledge…
Carlos Amesquita
Chief Information Officer, Hershey

"Colleagues told us they wanted more opportunities to participate in the life of the company and engage with each
other, as well as tools that would help their everyday work. We invested in the Unily solution from BrightStarr to create a
modern and engaging digital workspace, accessible from anywhere and on any device. Unily helps provide seamless…
Joe Dilieto
Project Director, Informa Business Information

"Selecting Unily has given us a great platform to keep our people informed and allowed us to
maximise the investment in our productivity and collaboration toolset. Our people are now able
to search for information in their documents fast and effectively via a single portal."
Matthew Reynolds
IT Director, Southampton FC

"Unily Intranet has enabled Wiggle to collaborate across the business, both at a project level as well as an organisation
level. Unily has proven to be intuitive for users, and with the ability to customise as relevant, we’ve been able to use the
tool effectively and look at ways to further enhance the use of Unily within Wiggle."
Rebecca White
Head of Delivery, Wiggle
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ABOUT EXO PLATFORM

eXo platform is an open-source social-collaboration
software designed for enterprises. It is full featured,
based on standards, and extensible, and it has an
amazing design. eXo's aim is to build a strong
collaboration culture by offering their users
complete groupware solutions that allow them to
switch quickly between tools in a single
collaborative digital workplace.

54
Customer references from
happy eXo Platform users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“eXo Platform allows us to maintain continuity while providing the advantage of being
integrated. Everything we did with two products is now possible with one.”
Nicolas Milcent
Program Director, French Ministry of Foreign Affairs

“The off-the-shelf features allow us to focus on business needs as we leverage the core
building blocks provided by eXo into our underlying business services.”
Fabio Moro
Business & Application Manager, Codere

"Real venue for innovation, the OBF platform aims at providing its members with a new way to stay
informed, gather ideas and share opportunities. Thanks to its native features, members will be able to
organize projects and activities, to follow-up on actions and to share information in a secure environment."
Aiman Al Zakwani
Manager, Olive eSolutions

"In functional terms, the platform has the ability to integrate different portals into one along with the possibility of
integrating services built by us through portlets that comply with internationally recognized standards, ensuring
compatibility with other platforms. It also allows us to share content between portals easily, which facilitates the…
Sergio Fuentes León
Chief Development Officer, Federal University of Santa Maria
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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ABOUT AKUMINA
Akumina, the world's leading digital workplace software platform,
empowers enterprises to easily build and deploy personalized digital
experiences to any audience. This allows organizations to focus on
driving quantifiable increases in employee engagement,
productivity, and collaboration while ensuring they get more out of
their investment in Office 365, Azure, and non-Microsoft enterprise
cloud applications. Akumina's customers include Whole Foods
Market, The Boston Red Sox, GlaxoSmithKline, iRobot, The World
Trade Center and the United States Federal Government, to name a
few.

21
Customer references from
happy Akumina users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Our calculations indicate that Banner Connect will save the company more than $6.2 million
annually by moving to a high-usability digital experience and improving on basic tasks, such as
enterprise search.”
Tyson Henrie
Director, Banner Health

“What we found was it wasn’t modern, our students or faculty were becoming a more mobile
client. They wanted a web-responsive type of communication, and this was not fitting the bill at
all."
Tahsha Harmon
Director of Technical Support and Training, Otterbein University

“To be the brand that we want to be and the franchiser that we want to be, we needed to raise
our engagement levels, and we’ve raised them. A third-party tool like Akumina has provided us
the tools we needed to get that engagement.”
Justin Alemazkour
Senior Systems Analyst, Church’s Chicken

“For an organization like the Boston Red Sox, being able to better collaborate and inform our disparate team members
about all aspects of our operation is critical. Akumina’s platform allows us to better engage with our team, provide a
central portal for accessing key employee systems, and streamline year-round operation.”
Brian Shield
Vice President of Information Technology, Boston Red Sox
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ABOUT AXERO
Move work forward. Replace your outdated, socially challenged intranet with
Communifire, the intranet software for teams that love intranets. 100% useful.
100% customizable. 100% loved by over 5,000,000 people. Communifire is
your modern, fully featured social intranet software that supports your
employees and your business. 99% of Communifire Intranet customers are
still actively using the platform after 5 years. From connecting your people
and streamlining communication to enhancing collaboration and managing
content, our full suite of integrated tools will help your organization be more
informed, quicker to take action and prepared for tomorrow.

57
Customer references from
happy Axero users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Communifire has all the features I want, and the user experience is easy to tailor. I like being
able to jump in and make the Home page our own to organize and display high-priority content
like event photos."
Colton Leonard
Chief Culture Officer, Nutrabolt

"Communifire is great for internal communications. It's where we share ideas, contacts,
and items of value. A huge benefit is way less 'reply all' emails."
Rebecca Loesch
Operations Manager, Thrive Real Estate Group

"Communifire has all the SaaS capabilities and benefits you'd expect. Rich features, ready-to-use
templates, excellent customer support, solid search engine, affordable pricing."
James Chung
Technology Volunteer, Quest for Space

“One thing I love about Communifire is that it combines all of the communication and customer tools we need into one
unified platform. Our employees rarely use email to contact each other anymore and our customers actually prefer to
contact us through through the platform. It’s a well thought out piece of software.”
John Fike
President, Wheatgrasslove
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ABOUT CLAROMENTIS
Claromentis is a digital workplace serving businesses that
need to collaborate in real time, all the time. They build
simple and beautiful intranet software packed with functions
to improve efficiency, productivity and online learning.
Claromentis launched the same year Google.com was
registered as a domain and Apple launched the iMac - so
they’ve had almost 20 years to evolve. In that time, they’ve
written well over 1 million lines of code and their software has
been used by more than half a million people, in hundreds of
companies, in scores of sectors.

56
Customer references from
happy Claromentis users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The many applications are visually pleasing and well accepted by content managers as well as users. Claromentis is a
wonderful piece of software, and the upgrades are always bringing it to the next level. Better communication between
employees and management as well as departments. An all accessible resource area for users, and a major factor in…
Jasmine Goreas
FiveHT

"Claromentis has revolutionised the way we work. As an organisation, many of our staff are away from their desks for the
majority of the working day and we have employees based all over the country; Claromentis allows us to stay in contact
wherever we are, collaborate seamlessly on projects and access company documents from any device."
Tori Weller
Marketing Executive, Apprenticeship Connect

"The ease of functionality, its ability to expand to serve a variety of needs and streamline some of our processes. It
eventually will evolve into a one-stop shop for our network to access all of its operation points. We’re able to move into
a paperless environment, increase transparency and access to information and streamline some of our processes."
DeRon Talley
LSBDC

"Claromentis offers a simple yet very complete intranet offering, and the training was excellent – focused and organised.
We were able to create a platform that allows greater employee access to information, helps enable more employee
communications outside of email and meetings, and hosts a shared online database of knowledge."
Shana
Marketing Manager, Sprague
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ABOUT DNN CORP.
DNN Corp. provides a suite of solutions that make designing, building and
managing feature-rich sites and communities fast, easy and cost-effective.
The DNN Platform CMS is the foundation for over 800,000 websites
worldwide and powers Evoq Content. Evoq Social, their newest solution,
enables businesses to create immersive, interactive communities. Thousands
of organizations like Bank of America, Aetna, True Value Hardware,
Whirlpool, the National Football League (NFL), the US Department of
Defense (DoD) and Sports Direct have leveraged DNN to deploy highly
engaging business-critical websites. Their rapid growth in product sales and
deployments resulted in DNN being named one of the fastest growing private
companies in America by Inc. Magazine in 2011 and 2012.

74
Customer references from
happy DNN Corp. users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The new site gives our members a better social experience that is more inviting and
engaging, which will improve communication and collaboration."
Maggie Leithead
President and CEO, Charity Village

"One of the things I love about DNN is how dynamic it is. The pages are so easy to edit that you
can work on a simple fix when you have a moment to spare, really dive in when you need to, and
enlist others to help out without a lot of complex training."
Liz Fathman
Publications Manager, Missouri Botanical Gardens

"We chose Cantarus to build our intranet because they offered the technical expertise and value
for money we were looking for, and in no time they built a good working relationship with our
intranet project team."
Maggie Warburton
Head of Creative and Content, Stroke Association

"DNN's solutions were instrumental in the transformation of our website and organization. The seamless integration of
online communities (Evoq Social) with website content (Evoq Content) added social elements to our website in a way
that is both intuitive and authentic. Our consulting team, and more importantly, our customers, love it."
Laura Guzman
VP Marketing, Microdesk
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ABOUT GREENORBIT
Dare to seek a better intranet. You’re not distracted by
the flashy integrators with their shallow functionality.
No, you want to equip employees and empower content
creators with the right tools. Discover the intranet that
provides everything you need, built in. GreenOrbit
enables you to drive efficiency, foster collaboration, and
create an intranet experience that works for your
culture and brand.

31
Customer references from
happy GreenOrbit users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“GreenOrbit News is the organization’s favourite feature and enables everyone to
receive critical information in real-time.”
Marianne Zander
Executive Manager of Communications, RSPCA

“Being a new venture, our policies and procedures are constantly changing as we are learning on
the job. GreenOrbit allows us to share these updates with everyone in a simple yet powerful way,
ensuring staff are aware and reducing the sending of files via email.”
Elise Turner
Marketing Director, SuperFoiler

“The biggest benefit we have achieved is access to documents that are up to date. We’ve also
achieved different ways to communicate information and GreenOrbit has allowed us to be more
innovative in the way that we operate.”
Melanie Fisher
People & Culture Advisor, Benson Radiology

"One of the key benefits of GreenOrbit that we enjoy is the ability to use Online Forms. We use
forms for various things, like new hires and vacation requests. It really, really simplifies our lives."
Wayne Kuzek
IT Manager, Coast Appliances
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ABOUT HAPPEO
Happeo combines a digital workplace and collaboration platform
with a social intranet. By unifying a company's digital toolset into
one integrated ecosystem, it minimizes distraction and breaks down
information silos. Large enterprises and growing organizations like
BMW, Givaudan, and Randstad Sourceright use Happeo to
revolutionize their Internal Communications, leading to a more
engaged and productive workforce. In 2017, Happeo was recognized
as one of Europe's most promising startups by the European Union.
In 2019, The Next Web and Adyen named Happeo one of Europe's
hottest scale-ups. Happeo continues to grow 280% year on year.
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Customer references from
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“Happeo’s collaborative suite will support synergies across the company, help people
work together, and help us bring global teams together.”
Vincent Augès
Chief Information Officer, Groupe Chantelle

“Since Happeo is an easy tool to learn and use, it has made updating content a lot easier and
faster - and that is of course very important when we all struggle with the different tasks we
have at our hands.”
Taina Saarikoski
Manager Internal Communications, Trimble

“The only system that combines static intranet functionality, with essential collaboration
features, social networking and the targeted distribution of news into one solution. The platform
matched our vision of a digital workplace.”
Rebecca Henderson
Chief Executive Officer, Randstad Sourceright

“We chose Happeo because it was the only system that combines static intranet functionality,
with essential collaboration features, social networking and the targeted distribution of news
into one solution. The platform matched our vision of a digital workplace.”
Anna Tolley
Global Internal Communications Manager, Randstad Sourceright
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ABOUT HONEY.IS
Honey.is is a simple and beautiful intranet that can be
live at your company in under 24 hours. It is an
enterprise social network that improves information
sharing in the workplace. It’s a beautiful intranet that
people actually want to use to discover, discuss and
archive information that matters. The responsive design
ensures that the site looks just as great on mobile
devices as it does on the web.

24
Customer references from
happy Honey.is users
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“We’ve been able to hear from our members, surface questions and feedback, and see
diverse and high quality content and information that’s shared across the community.”
Jessica Lin
Director of Community, Work-Bench

"Honey is our main internal comms vehicle so it’s a critical component for how we share
communication about the company, culture, etc."
Dawn Marinacci
Marketing Director, Ologie

"Honey's a great way for me to have an open door policy and be accessible to everybody at the
company. It's an easy way for people to feel like they're part of the company and part of the
culture right away."
Aaron Shapiro
Chief Executive Officer, Huge

“There’s a stronger bond across all of our teams because we’re sharing more
information.”
Mark Charlinski
Chief Revenue Officer, Leonardo
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ABOUT IC THRIVE
IC Thrive is a leading provider of simple intranet software that
helps you connect, collaborate & create to improve
productivity, streamline employee communications and
facilitate seamless collaboration yielding significant time-cost
savings. They have thrived in the competitive industry of
intranet software for more than 15 years because of the core
principles their company was founded upon: simplicity,
positivity, integrity, creativity, empathy and diversity. IC
strives to embody these values in every avenue of their
customer’s experience.

67
Customer references from
happy IC Thrive users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Most intranet products are based on subscription packages and per-user fees. You’ll find the more you want to add to
your intranet, the more it will cost. This is not the case with Intranet Connections. It was quick to customize the intranet
to fit the needs of our organization, including SQL integration, Active Directory, department sites and robust document…
Michael Weisert
Whitlock Group Broadcast & Presentation Solutions

“Intranet Connections has changed the way we have conversations with our employees. The tool offers a plethora of
out-of-the-box functionality, offering solutions to everyday challenges related to how information is disseminated
throughout the organization. The support provided by the team at Intranet Connections is the icing on the cake.”
Stacy Lowman
World Travel Holdings

"We have so many employee groups spread out across a wide geographical area, some of us can work our entire lives
without meeting each other. IC makes it easy and fast to look people up and collaborate with them online. With the
latest version and the dynamic org chart, it gives context into who is in what position, context of who, and where…
Donna Powers
Director of IT, District of West Vancouver

“Intranet Connections has significantly boosted our employee engagement levels while helping us inform and align our
entire team with our strategic company vision. Through utilizing Intranet Connection’s corporate social networking and
communication tools we have increased participation and involvement within the corporation tenfold, making our…
Abel Rodriguez
Red Tag Vacations
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ABOUT MANGOAPPS
MangoApps is the hub of any digital workplace. It is the
central location employees go to for fast and seamless
access to all the tools they need every day to share,
communicate, collaborate, find & learn. MangoApps
provides core new tools like enterprise social
networking, modern Intranet, team collaboration &
employee engagement software while integrating with
existing enterprise systems so employees have access
to everything they need in one place.
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“[MangoApps has also been] a great collaborative tool to allow me to work interdepartmentally with other users within
our organization. File sharing, idea sharing and a lot of just quick access to things across departments. It saves a lot of
emails back and forth which I really like, and it just allows us to engage each other quicker plus stay up to date with…
Brandon Tidd
Performance Marketing Associate Manager, BrandMuscle

"I like that I can communicate effectively with employees throughout the building without having to send endless email
strands that clog my in-box. I don't have to track people down - they can stay updated on their own schedule. This is
particularly helpful for our sales team who often work outside the office. We form a lot of committees and projects and…
Jennifer Kraus
Executive Assistant, Aroma Houseware

"I like the flexibility to create projects and share files and comments with the rest of the people
involved in the project. The web site appearance and layout is nice and intuitive. I like the fact
that we can customize the dashboard, side bar, etc."
Juan Garcia
Revenue Management Analyst, Grand Theft Auto

"Collaborating on a document is easy and the check out, check in process is SO much better than using a shared network
drive where you don't know if someone is editing it at home the same time as you. I like the new Messenger for chat. I
keep it running all the time on my Mac in addition to keeping the web version open in a tab of my browser."
Kim Buschy
IT Manager, Bohemian Foundation
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ABOUT NOODLE
Noodle is the social intranet software that improves
communication, enhances collaboration, and
encourages innovation in the enterprise. It brings
microblogging, wikis, document sharing, instant
messaging and other social business tools in a
single portal.
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"Noodle was by far the most economical and most flexible intranet software on the
market to connect our 65 different offices across North America."
Aaron Socci
Bold Brew Studios

"Noodle's Intranet Solution has greatly improved the company's communication and
collaboration capability and agility."
Jim Creel
Director of Technology, Taco John's

"Easy to use, low cost, high ROI, outstanding support, flexible, robust, secure and safe.
We built an interactive portal that is relied upon by our 500 staff."
Stinus Andersen
Morson Group

"[Noodle] has given our Team a place to collaborate, share information, disseminate
news, and share files. It's future proof and can scale with our business!"
Rick Livesey
Sports Physio UK
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ABOUT SPEAKAP
Speakap is a secure and private communications platform
that enables organizations of all sizes to have a structured
dialogue with their highly-valued frontline/customer-facing
employees in order to deliver greater customer experience
and drive business value. On the store floor, in the kitchen, on
the ward, on the road, and on the production line, Speakap is
always available, enabling communication and collaboration
from any internet-connected device. From the head office to
the frontline employee, and back again.
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“It's bringing the teams together, making communication faster and better, and it's a very transparent way
of communicating. Speakap plays a big part in how we'll move forward. It connects the teams in-store,
sharing best practices, and what's new, which is always a massive opportunity for any company.”
Christopher Kitley
General Manager, Morleys

"If we want to send out a message, any type, anywhere, any time, we'll use Speakap. We also get
a lot of feedback, questions and information from the store floor. It gives me an instant view of
what's happening around the country."
Olof Kuipers
Director Human Resources, Hudson’s Bay

"To me, Speakap excels in how accessible it is. If you know how to use Facebook, which almost everyone
does, you can use Speakap. It's this accessibility which makes it fun for me and my team to actively use and
engage with the platform and with colleagues throughout our locations."
Hans van der Ploeg
Team Leader Sales Support, Van Geloven

"We serve the most demanding consumers in the world, so education and training of our employees is key.
We use Speakap to share principles, instructions, feedback learnings and standards of performance. It
drives the team productivity and enhances the overall customer service."
Stephanie Nickens
Senior Shop Manager, Rituals
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ABOUT THOUGHTFARMER

ThoughtFarmer is Social Intranet Software. It
combines traditional intranet features — things like
news, structured content, search and an employee
directory — with social software features, like
blogs, feeds, wikis and social networks.
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"We’ve seen our employees get a lot more involved – whether they’re commenting on news posts, creating
their own pages, or simply downloading content and filling out travel, HR, finance, or marketing forms. We
really want to make Popsikel a one-stop-shop and we are making great progress there.”
Tarley Jordan
Global Marketing Communications Director, Piksel

"We are always striving to ensure that our employees have access to the tools they need so they
can be successful in their roles. ThoughtFarmer's healthcare intranet helps us work towards a
better, more efficient, and engaging way to offer these resources."
Rachel Rahm
MedData

“It saves us a ton of time in interruptions eliminated. We’ve trained employees to look first on
ThoughtFarmer for the information they need, and they trust now that it’s going to be there. I
can’t even measure the time it has saved my staff.”
Stacy Masters
Administrative Officer, United States Geological Survey

“The intranet will engage employees to connect across Outreach with peer, management, and
leadership, encouraging collaboration and knowledge sharing. These connections will provide
greater service to our learners, our communities, and each other.”
Bevin Hernandez
Outreach Marketing and Communication, Penn State
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ABOUT BANC INTRANETS

Banc Intranets is a provider of secure, web-based
enterprise content management solutions for
financial institutions. Its employee and director
portals provide access to centralized company
information, streamlining day-to-day operations
and maintaining regulatory compliance.
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“In our search for an intranet, one of our primary requirements was to find a product that not only improves employee
efficiency, but one that we could also customize to our individual needs. Banc Intranets fulfilled both of those
requirements by providing us with a system that centralizes resources for our employees while engaging them with our…
Will Martin
Vice President, Oklahoma Heritage Bank

“Banc Intranets’ user-friendly portal will allow our staff to more easily access bank tools, such as rate information,
policies and forms, which improves how they engage with customers and work on a day-to-day basis. Banc Intranets’
customer-centric approach sets them apart from other organizations and makes partnering with them an easy decision.”
David Marks
Vice President and Operations Manager, American National Bank of Minnesota

“Banc Intranets has a proven track record of delivering enterprise content solutions that not only can centralize access to
information but also offer innovative features that can increase employee efficiency and productivity. We are excited
about making the transition to BancWorks, so we can capitalize on the tremendous benefits of utilizing this more…
Julie Huber
Executive Vice President, Equity Bank

“One of the most important steps towards satisfying customers is to also ensure our employees are engaged with Kitsap
Bank’s unique brand and mission to serve our local community. Banc Intranets’ Kudos module was a collaborative effort
between our two organizations, and we couldn’t be more pleased with its ability to help our employees recognize each…
Timothy Cates
Enterprise Archive Officer, Kitsap Bank
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ABOUT BONZAI INTRANET
Bonzai is an award-winning intranet company that
delivers dramatically evolved, ready-to-deploy intranets
for SharePoint and Office 365. As a Microsoft Certified
Gold Partner with multiple SharePoint MVPs, Bonzai has
the technical skills and business sense to recognize that
an alternative to designed, intranets is not only possible,
it's imperative for organizations wanting to maximize
the value of their investment in SharePoint.
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"Working with BONZAI gave us the flexibility, visual design elements, and a more user-friendly
experience to create our intranet – an essential tool to connect our company to news, events,
and business resources and processes."
Tricia Johnston
Director of Corporate Communications, Capital Power Corporation

"We use BONZAI to build awareness of new branding concepts & encourage employees to comment on ideas. We also
use it as a repository for brochures, rather than incurring the cost & time associated with printing. If we need to make
changes to brochures, we can quickly and easily update them, rather than having to destroy what we’ve printed."
Katie Hunt
Marketing Manager, UniBank

"I LOVE the features in BONZAI of displaying important messages to add and customize on
different pages as well as the slider webparts. These have made it easier to meet the needs of
our employees and made delivery time faster. A big thanks to the BONZAI team."
Vijay Aggawal
Health Systems Planning Advisor, Vancouver Coastal Health

"The ability to find, post, update and remove documentation is much easier than previous
systems. Plus, the ability to tag documents is extremely useful in making sure information is
widely accessible and easily found through search."
Megan Garnham
Organizational Development Manager, G&F Financial Group
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ABOUT INTRANETPRO
IntranetPro was developed by the team of SharePoint
experts at Codesigned. IntranetPro's analytics engine
provides in-depth insights into your new SharePoint
Intranet. They created IntranetPro to help. Of course, it
has all the features you would expect from a SharePoint
intranet. IntranetPro helps users see content that's
relevant to them and encourages engagement. The
result? An intranet people like and want to use that
makes you look like a hero.
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"IntranetPro is more modern and useful than our previous intranet. It's like going from a
bike to a sports car!"
Elizabeth Rasberry
Public Relations Manager, Cox Communications

"I can easily access things that were so hard to find on our previous intranet.
IntranetPro saves me tons of time!"
Sophia Jackson
Field Operations Manager, Cox Communications

"IntranetPro is really, really easy to use. I love how quick and simple it is to add articles
and manage content."
Leah Gladu
Communications Consultant, KWI

“IntranetPro is intuitive and modern. It has a clean, user-centered design that adapts to
the likes and needs of individuals. It exceeded my expectations. I'm impressed!"
Chris Harrer
Director of Internal Communications, Cox Communications
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ABOUT KAHOOTZ
Kahootz can bring everyone together in secure online
workspaces, which can be configured for your specific
business purpose. This includes project management, client
portals, procurement, stakeholder engagement and much
more. With little IT training or consultancy required, your
teams can quickly set up new workspaces and begin
collaborating across organisations in minutes. Their wide
range of powerful features such as document management,
surveys, databases allows your teams to collaborate anytime,
anywhere.
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“We selected Kahootz Enterprise because it met our needs for an affordable, easy-to-use, agile
collaboration platform, that could be adapted by our personnel and partners to meet different
use cases.”
Bob Armstrong
Head of ICT Futures and Shared Services, Department of Health and Social Care

“The proof that Kahootz truly works has been our ability to empower so many members and
staff across so many regions to setup and run their own powerful online communities.”
James Kavanagh
Director, RICS

“Kahootz has also helped speed up decision making. The fact that we can just create a
workspace quickly, add some users and know that it’s safe and secure has helped us immensely.”
James Mackenzie
Project and Programme Manager, Havant Borough Council

“Kahootz has made it quicker and easier to share sensitive information with restricted groups of individuals,
while the email update function ensures all users are kept informed of the latest developments. Kahootz is
easy to use and we have been impressed with its reliability and ability to handle large documents.”
Will Moore
Project Manager, Crossrail
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ABOUT MYHUB INTRANET
MyHub is a leading cloud-based intranet provider for businesses of all sizes. Its easy-to-use software is
packed with useful features to help companies improve team collaboration, knowledge sharing, and
internal communications. Open up exciting new ways for staff to share, connect and engage. Select
from a wide range of beneficial business tools including instant messaging, newsfeed, forums, blogs,
calendars, file storage and more. Enjoy instant access to a huge range of pre-designed business
templates to streamline internal processes. Highly secure and fully scalable, MyHub offers unlimited
storage for unlimited users. Deemed as one of the best value-for-money intranet solutions available,
and an enduring reputation for 5 star customer success, MyHub is the smart choice for the astute
business. MyHub requires no IT resources, so you can have your intranet site online in minutes. You
simply and easily drag and drop content onto your secure custom intranet pages. 14-day Free Trial
available.
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"We’re very happy with the MyHub intranet. The self-help resources and how-to videos are
excellent and make it easy to get things done. We are looking forward to learning more about
what the intranet can do and developing the platform further."
Tommy Evin
Director of Hotel Development, Best Western Hotels & Resorts

"We thought it would mainly address the communication need, but it has centralized all our
business processes in one location. We use it as a central library of information with all our how
to guides, policies and processes as well as HR forms."
Jessica Fisher
Group Operations, RWR Group

“Our marketing team needed a place to upload updates and files and share them with our
distributors and salesfolk. MyHub was a perfect solution. MyHub is an AMAZING value, has great
customer service and easy to use.”
Alanna Honigman
Global Marketing Manager, SportsArt – Woodinville

“This has been the easiest product I’ve ever used! It’s powerful and intuitive. We’ve built 88
pages of intranet content in about a month. Modular product, very easy to customize and edit.
The result is a beautiful, customized reflection of our company.”
Brittany Ceres
Director, HR, Marin County
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ABOUT SORCE
SORCE specializes in intranet, extranet, and portal solutions. Their
Engage intranet software powers the intranet and extranet for
hundreds of businesses and they have more than 500,000 users
worldwide. Their clients cover a wide range of sectors from legal and
finance to transport and logistics, not for profit organizations (such
as charities and housing associations), healthcare, as well as retail,
media, and leisure. They provide everything your business needs to
design, deploy and manage an intranet or extranet configured to
your unique communication, collaboration, and business process
improvement needs.
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“The policies and forms page on the new intranet has made a huge difference to how we find the information we are
looking for as all documents are now in one central location. We can save our favourite documents, easily access folders
and search for the information we need. The contact directory now has up-to-date information and the people search…
Natalie Tyler
Internal Communications Officer, Housing Plus Group

“I particularly like the new Oneplace because it’s there when I log on in the morning, it looks good, it’s bright and it’s
clean. It’s now simple to access the ‘find someone’ application. The most important thing for me is that with 900 staff
across the group it’s really easy now to put a name to a face. You can search and find someone’s details and…
Kevin Rodgers
Group Chief Executive, Citizen

“NICE Space allows us to see what users want to see more of…what the most popular content is. As a team we regularly
look at the highest performing pages, articles and blog posts. This information is easily accessible using Engage Site
Statistics and Google Analytics. Another really useful tool in NICE Space is to be able to look at the comments and…
Dawn Chorley
Internal Communications Executive, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)

“Everyone, including mobile workers, can now see real-time company news, share comments
and find information in one central location. We add around 10 news articles a week, as there’s a
lot going on and staff love the way they can now easily ‘like’ articles and share their feedback.”
Alex Hooker
Communications Business Partner, VIVID
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ABOUT TWINE
Twine is an intranet for the modern workplace.
Bringing your people, content and ideas together in
one place with apps such as a Knowledge Base,
People Directory, Form Builder, Blogs, Groups and
more. It's built on a modular basis, so you can pick
and choose the features you need and start
building your ideal digital workplace.
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"As a global company with remote employees, Twine is great for keeping everyone "in
the know" about what is happening at our different offices."
EOS

“We’ve been extremely pleased with the level of colleague engagement. Before Twine we
struggled with communicating and making a noise about important news to the whole of the
business. Twine has more than solved this problem!”
Catrin Fox
Landmark

“We needed a portal that could get students from all over the world meeting each other and
collaborating on ideas with people that they’ve never met before. They took to Twine – it was
amazing to see them connect so quickly.”
Jenniffer Gearheart – Tang
Global Innovation & Research Manager, Shell Ideas360

“The layout of Twine is nice and clean, makes it easy for people to find what they are
looking for, and makes for a fabulous Intranet site for businesses.”
Rosie Copp
CFO On-Call
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